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Abstract 

Space (Area) of School laboratory building infrastructure with standard 

equipment as well as allowable student population per laboratory/class is the 

back bone of any education system of any   nation in term of science study. A 

standard was developed in Nigeria to checkmate the school laboratory building 

infrastructure to ensure optimal output and less accident in working 

environment. This standard is developed by Universal Basic Education 

Commission (UBEC) which provide the minimum specification that includes: 

maximum number of students (pupils) per laboratory/classroom as forty (40), 

Mandatory space (area) per pupil (student) including circulation as l.4m2 x 40 

=56.0m, size of laboratory = 3.5m
2
x 40 = 140.0m

2. The size of standard school 

laboratory building infrastructure is depended at number of students using the 

lab at a time. The aim of this research is Comparison analysis of spaces (areas) 

of school laboratory building infrastructure with regards to student’s 

population per laboratory/class as against the minimum standard of Universal 

Basic Education (UBEC) using GIS approach. Procedures adopted include 

physical visitation to school laboratories building infrastructure, obtaining 

their coordinates of the school concerned, measurement of length and width of 

school laboratory building infrastructure, determining the space (area) of 

laboratory building that meet up with UBEC standard, determining the 

population of students that meet up with UBEC standard and comparing of both 
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the school laboratory building infrastructure space (area) with student 

population per laboratory that meet up with UBEC standard.  The result 

obtained indicated that out of thirty eight schools visited; only eighteen passed 

the test on maximum student population per laboratory while only eight passed 

the minimum space (area) for laboratory building infrastructure according to 

UBEC standard. Again, schools that passed both criteria were compared and 

the result showed that only four (4) schools observed both UBEC minimum 

space (area) and maximum population of students per laboratory specification. 

Those schools include Kebbi Capital College Birnin Kebbi, Joda International 

School Birnin Kebbi, Basaura Institute of Comprehensive Education Birnin 

Kebbi and Brilliance College Birnin Kebbi. Recommendations were also given 

that schools should abide with UBEC specification, UBEC should have hammer 

to punish the schools which did not follow the specification as well as new 

schools should not be approved except checked by UBEC. 

 

Introduction: 

In Nigeria and world in general, education is seen as a powerful tool for socio 

economics, technological advancement and political development thus, a lot of 

attention is given to it by government, private and individual agency (National 

Policy on Education, NPE, 2004). For education to be effective as a powerful 

tool for social economics, technological advancement and political 

development, the school standard infrastructural facilities to the ratio of the 

students required must be provided.  Educational infrastructural facilities such 

as school laboratory building space (area) and standard equipment, both relative 

to the number of students in each school is the back bone of any educational 

system in term of science study either at the lower level or at the higher level. 

It is not over statement when we say that good outcome of learning abilities 

dependent upon the qualities and sufficiency of school infrastructures.  

These educational infrastructures can be seen in two forms such as physical 

education facilities and human resources facilities.  Physical education facilities 

includes classrooms building, class board, libraries, playgrounds, laboratories 

building, tables, chairs, furniture, study hall, school clinic, games equipment, 

assembly arena and other basics facilities such as water, electricity while human 

resources facilities suggest number of teachers available, how many are 

qualified, how many security men and women are available, how many nurses 
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are available, how many subjects are taken etc. Schools with good educational 

infrastructure motivate students while schools with low educational 

infrastructures de-motivate thus, well to do parents prefer to take their wards to 

school with good infrastructures. Education infrastructure has an influence on 

the student and teacher’s performance, the better school infrastructure is the 

more quality graduate the school produces. Determining school with good 

infrastructure is not an easy task by parents or even government except if proper 

inventory and subsequent creation of database for all school infrastructures 

within the study area is perfected. 

This research work is limited to school laboratories building infrastructure in 

term of space (area) occupied comparing with population of students per 

laboratory/class required to ensure optimal output and least accident usually 

witnessed in laboratories. Laboratories building that are poorly spaced with 

many students can lead to various accidents such as  injuries sustained  from 

slips, fall, burns, cut, eye damage, skin exposures, respiratory exposure (Louis, 

2016),.  In his own narration concerning the space (area) in laboratory, (Innova, 

2014) stated that Sufficient circulation space (area) in laboratories is important 

when maintaining a safe working environment. Association of Science 

Education, (ASE, 2018) provided the important of space (area) in school 

laboratory building infrastructure, that if the laboratory space (area) is too small, 

overcrowding will result. According to him, this can have various implications 

for health and safety in an emergency situation. 

A well spaced Laboratory building with allowable student’s population, 

required good ventilation for optimal output, thus is desirable to have 5-6 air 

changes in an hour in such scenario (ASE, 2018). He opined that Opening 

windows will provide basic ventilation required for healthy laboratory building 

infrastructure. He also narrated the problems with many modern laboratories 

building infrastructure which are built with windows that cannot be opened. He 

further noted that in some designs for laboratories building, air is re-circulated 

within the building which can spread smells throughout the department – or 

whole school. He insisted that this is not a satisfactory system for a science lab, 

the spreading of smells is a minor annoyance but the same system would also 

allow for the spread of toxic gases in case of a spill.  

The inventories taken in carrying out laboratory building infrastructure space 

(area) and comparison with students population per time include measurement 
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of width and length of the existing laboratory building, determination of its 

space (area), comparing the computed space (area) with the stipulated standard, 

determination of population of students per laboratory/class, comparing the 

population of students with the stipulated standards by UBEC. The composition 

of these inventories in course of this research constitutes what is called 

laboratory building infrastructures.  Database for laboratory building 

infrastructure will be created to ensure easy management and show casing 

different degree of infrastructures per school making it simple to determine 

school with good or poor school infrastructure.  

Database of school Laboratories building infrastructure in term of space (area) 

will be created with help of database management system (DBMS) for easy 

management, analysis, manipulation and mapping to indicate location and space 

(area) occupied. This database creation will be created using Geographic 

Information System (GIS). Geographic Information System is a platform for 

handling spatial data and corresponding attributes (Goodchild, 1988). GIS 

provides the enablement to store the data in the database, processing of the 

stored data, analysis and output of school laboratory building infrastructures in 

term of space (area) data stored in a database. A GIS has two main components 

which include the graphic type and the database type (Abuto, 2007). The two 

components of Geographic Information System required a linkage for both 

graphic type and database type. This linkage makes it possible for data in the 

database to be viewed using GIS software. A database is a collection of non-

redundant data sharable between different application systems (Howe, 1982). 

According to the study conducted at post primary school laboratories at United 

Kingdom (ASE, 2018), it was mentioned that the standard space (area) of 

laboratory is depended at number of students using the lab at a time. The study 

specified both the number of students and laboratory space match, for the 

countries that make up the United Kingdom. The first country mentioned was 

Scotland with only twenty students per a time for laboratory space (area) of 83 

– 90m2, followed by Northern Ireland which also allows twenty students per 

time for laboratory space (area) of 83 - 90m2 though with other complexity that 

can lead to increase in number of students such as age of pupils, nature of work 

undertaking and finally England and Wales which stated maximum of thirty 

(30) to thirty two (32) students per time for laboratory space (area) of 83 – 90m2. 

In the same vein,   Nigeria adopted the same method as regards the number of 
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students (pupils) per a time with allowable space (area) of school laboratories 

building infrastructure to ensure safety and healthy usage. This  prompted the 

Universal Basic Education Commission (UBEC) to set a minimum standard for 

basic education infrastructure in Nigeria based on Section 9, sub-section ( c) of 

The Compulsory, Free, Universal Basic Education and Other Related Matters 

Act, 2004, otherwise known as the UBE Act of 2004 provided that the UBE 

Commission is to "prescribe the minimum standards for basic education 

throughout Nigeria in line with the National Policy on Education and the 

directive of the National Council on Education and ensure the effective 

monitoring of the standards",(UBEC, 2010).  

 

Criteria for Number of students per a time and allowable space (area) for 

Laboratory Building Infrastructure in Nigeria as specified by UBEC 

The official maximum number of students or pupils per laboratory or classroom   

in Nigeria is given as forty (40) per time. 

Mandatory space (area) per student or pupil in standard classroom in Nigeria 

including circulation is l.4m2, for the maximum of forty (40) students in a 

standard classroom is given as 1.4m2 x 40 =56.0m, which is taken in Nigeria 

schools as the standard area of classroom.
 

The mandatory area including circulation per student or pupil in standard school 

laboratory building in Nigeria is given as 3.5m2, therefore, space (area) of 

laboratory building infrastructure = 3.5m
2
x 40 = 140.0m

2 as the standard. 

The number of students that will use school laboratory building infrastructure 

in Nigeria at a time is given at maximum of forty (40) students per a space (area) 

for laboratory of minimum of one hundred and forty (140) m2. Usually, 

circulation given per a student in term of space (area) for class room is 1.4m2 

while 3.5m2 was given in laboratory building infrastructure. Analysis will be 

made base on this criteria using Geographical Information System (GIS) to 

determine how many schools that meet up with the requirement. 

 

Aim: Comparison analysis of space (area) of school laboratory building 

infrastructure with regards to student’s population per laboratory/class as 

against the minimum standard of Universal Basic Education (UBEC) using 

Geographic Information System (GIS) approach. 

STUDY AREA  
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Birnin Kebbi is one of the local government areas in Kebbi state, bounded by 

Argungu in the North and Kalgo local government area in the South. However, 

Kebbi State which is location where Birnin Kebbi is sited is a state in north-

western part of Nigeria with its capital at Birnin Kebbi. It was created out from 

Sokoto State. Kebbi state is bordered by Sokoto state north, Niger state to the 

south, Zamfara to the south east, Dosso Region in the public of Niger to the 

north-west and Benin republic to the south-west. Birnin Kebbi is located 

between Latitude12°25’20”and Longitude 04° 11’ 27”, Latitude 12° 30’ 41” 

and longitude 04° 20’ 23”, minimum Latitude 12° 26’ 02” and Longitude 04° 

12’46”.        

 

 
Fig 2.1: Map of the Study Area (Birnin Kebbi) 

 

METHODOLOGY 

This ranges from the planning in the office, physical visitation to all schools within 

the study area, data acquisition, creation of database for space (area) of laboratories 

building infrastructure and number of students per class as well as comparison of 

space (area) versus students’ population with the stipulated standard.  
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Objectives of the Research 

To accomplish this task, the following objectives were formulated as 

1) Physical visitation of various school laboratories building 

infrastructure within the study area 

2) To obtain the coordinates indicating the location of each laboratory 

building 

3) To determine the population of students per laboratory/class that 

meets up with UBEC standard 

4) To determine the spaces (areas) of school laboratories that meets up 

with UBEC standard. 

5) Comparing of both schools that meet up with the space (Area) of 

laboratories building infrastructure and students population per 

laboratory/class to determine the schools that meet the two criteria’s 

with the use of Geographic Information System (GIS). 

 

Sources of Data. 

Primary data:  width and length of school laboratory building infrastructures 

obtained through tape measurement, information on students population per 

laboratory/class obtained through questionnaires and Oral interview with the 

school principal.  

Secondary data: Names of various schools within the study area kept by 

statutory body (these data were assumed to be correct with minimum distortion) 

which is Kebbi State ministry of education.  

Hardware and Software Requirement 

Hardware Requirement: Computer, tape, flash drive, handheld GPS receiver, 

Calculator, field book and other writing materials. 

Software Requirement: Microsoft Excel 2007, Microsoft word, ArcGIS 10.5 

software, Online Hiper Scientific Calculator  

 

Data Acquisition 

The school laboratory building infrastructures within the study area were 

visited, students population per laboratory/class were determined for session 

2020/2021, coordinates of various school laboratories were also obtained using 

handheld GPS receiver, followed by measurement of width and length of the 

existing laboratories building infrastructure through the use of tape and 
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subsequent computation of space (area) of the school laboratory building 

infrastructure.  Finally, database creation for both space (area) as well as 

students population per laboratory through the use of Geographic Information 

System was performed.   

 

Analysis of Result 

Result from Physical Visitation; Width and Length Measurement as well as 

Area of Lab Computation and Coordinate Determination of some Schools in the 

study area. 

 

Table 4.1: Result Showing the Measurement of Width and Length as well as 

Area Computation for some School Laboratories Building Infrastructure 

S/N School Names Width 

(W) 

Length 

(L) 

Space/Area 

(LxW) 

1 Abdullahi Fodio center 6.7m 9.00m 60.3m2 

2 Atiku Bagudu Junior Secondary 

School Makera Gwandu, Birnin 

Kebbi 

7.9m 7.9m 62.41m2 

Width (W) and Length (L) of some of the existing school laboratories were 

measured (Table 4.1). From the measured Width and Length, Space (Areas) of 

school laboratory building infrastructure was also computed (Table 4.1). 

 

Table 4.2: Result Showing School names, coordinate observed and Area of Lab 

Computed School Laboratory Building Infrastructure for some schools 

S/N School Names Easting 

(M) 

Northing 

(M) 

Area 

(M2) 

1 Nagari College Birnin Kebbi 629109.720 1376856.730 171 

2 Kebbi Capital College, Birnin 

Kebbi 

635073.740 1377119.260 200 

3 Joda International College, 

Birnin Kebbi 

631508.310 1377633.000 180 

4 Salamatu Husani College 628898.770 1376130.390 197 

5 Emir Haruna Rasheed School 635212.200 1379111.360 …… 
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6 Pearl Harbor Model 

Academy, Birnin Kebbi  

636361.060 1379721.170 48.26 

7 GDSS Makera Gwandu 629391.820 1376840.340 ……. 

8 Solid Science School, Birnin 

Kebbi 

627118.720 1375508.310 100.122 

9 High Standard College Birnin 

Kebbi 

630022.700 1374763.160 45.5 

10 Basaura Institute of 

Comprehensive BK 

631210.480 1376682.960 300 

 

Schools visited were about thirty-eight (38) in number. Examples of school 

visited are shown in Table 4.2. Management of some schools denied access to 

their laboratories. Some of the schools are Emir Haruna Rasheed School Birnin 

Kebbi and Government Day Secondary School (GDSS) Makera Gwandu (Table 

4.2). Area of the visited school laboratories building infrastructure was also 

computed. 

 

Result for population of students per laboratory/class that passed UBEC 

specification 

 
Fig 4.1: Query analysis showing schools laboratory that meet up with UBEC 

specification on forty (40) numbers of student per class/laboratory 
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Fig 4.2: Result showing eighteen schools that meet up with UBEC specification 

on maximum of forty (40) students per laboratory/class. 

Fig 4.1 and 4.2, indicate that out of thirty-eight (38) school laboratories visited, 

only eighteen school laboratories that met up with UBEC requirement for 

maximum of forty students per laboratory/class as regards population. Some of 

the schools are Kebbi Capital College Birnin Kebbi, Joda International School 

Birnin Kebbi, Pearl Harbor Model Academy Birnin Kebbi, Solid Science 

School Birnin Kebbi etc. The maximum student population per laboratory 

within the study area ranges from 14m2 to 40m2. 

 

Result for the minimum space (area) of school laboratory building 

infrastructures that obeyed UBEC specification  
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Fig 4.3: Query analysis showing the minimum areas of laboratories that pass 

UBEC criteria 

 

 
Fig 4.4: Result showing eight schools that meet up with UBEC specification on 

minimum space (area) of 140m2 laboratory 
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Fig 4.3 and 4.4, show that out of thirty-eight school laboratory building 

infrastructures space (area) computed and compared with the standard, only 

eight that met up with minimum space (area) of one hundred and forty square 

meters (140m2) as specified by UBEC.  Such schools are Nagari College Birnin 

Kebbi, Kebbi Capital College, Joda International School Birnin Kebbi, 

Salamatu Husaini Secondary School Birnin Kebbi, Basaura Institute of 

Comprehensive Education, Dr Amina GGC Birnin Kebbi, Brilliance College 

and GG Unity College. The minimum space (area) of the laboratories visited 

ranges from minimum of 140m2 to 300m2 

Result of comparison analysis between the minimum space (areas) of school 

laboratories building infrastructure and maximum population of students per 

laboratory/class that passed UBEC specification, showing schools that meet up 

with both criteria 

 

 
Fig 4.5: Query analysis showing the schools that met up with both UBEC 

criteria on minimum areas of laboratories and maximum population of students 

per laboratory      
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Fig 4.5: Query analysis showing the comparison of minimum areas of school 

laboratories and maximum population of students per class/laboratory that 

passed UBEC specification 

 

Fig 4.5: Out of eighteen (18) school laboratories building infrastructure that met 

up with minimum space area as specified by UBEC was compared with only 

eight schools with maximum population of students per laboratory/class as 

approved by UBEC to determine the schools that meet up with the two (2) 

specifications. From the analysis, it was discovered that only four (4) schools 

that meet up with UBEC specification concerning minimum space area and 

population of students per laboratory. Those schools include Kebbi Capital 

College Birnin Kebbi, Joda International School Birnin Kebbi, Basaura Institute 

of Comprehensive Education Birnin Kebbi and Brilliance College Birnin 

Kebbi. This indicates that according to the specification of UBEC on minimum 

area and maximum population of students per laboratory, out of thirty-eight (38) 

schools visited, only four (4) schools that passed the test. 

 

Conclusion 

The aim of this research has been achieved by determining school laboratories 

building infrastructure that meet up with UBEC specification on minimum area 

and maximum population per class/laboratory within Birnin Kebbi. The task for 

Comparison analysis of areas of school laboratory infrastructure with regards to 

student’s population per class/laboratory as against the minimum standard of 

Universal Basic Education (UBEC) which involved physical visitation and 

measurement of length & width of existing school laboratories and subsequent 
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analysis with Geographic Information System to determine the schools 

laboratories with approved UBEC standard was accomplished and result 

presented. Recommendation was also given such as schools should be guided 

with UBEC specification, UBEC should intensify effort to monitor schools 

infrastructure as well as punishes them were necessary, New schools should not 

be approved except it meets up with UBEC specification. 
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